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 At the start of this new year, I began using a Fit Bit. It’s this device you wear 

around your wrist that tracks how much walking you do; it estimates calories 

burned, and tracks the food you eat so long so you enter the food on a matching 

phone app. Besides encouraging you to hit certain goals around “steps-taken” 

every day, and keeping the calories down a bit if you want to, it plays to the con-

ventional wisdom that if you’re attentive to what you’re doing and eating, you’ll be 

more likely to make better choices. 

 Although it’s been pretty effective in the first few weeks, and my dog loves 

how much more she’s getting walked, it’s also created some comic moments and a 

an interesting lesson or two. A few days in, the weather was pretty bad and I didn’t 

quite hit my 10,000 step goal (which is about 5 miles a day.) I found myself walk-

ing in circles throughout the house until I hit it. At home, Brian was laughing at 

me. I know it probably didn’t really count for caloric burn, but I figured if you’re 

going to make a purposeful commitment to something, you might as well not break 

it three days in. 

 I also learned that I walk about 3/4 of a mile every time I do the laundry. Be-

tween the back and forth up two flights of steps, folding and putting away, it’s ac-

tually a fairly intensive home chore. So if I’m running short on steps, I’ve been 

more religiously doing laundry - which is better than having Brian continue to 

laugh at me for walking in circles. 

 In my last sermon, I talked about the endurance many of us have to hold 

onto over the long haul during periods of difficulty. Whether it’s illness, or accom-

plishing a meaningful goal like school, we sometimes think of these in terms of 

seasons and years. The other side of this though - is this step - and the next. As we 

continue to reflect on this month’s theme - yearning - we can look at how it influ-

ences our lives minute by minute, as opposed to year by year like - I did last ser-

mon. 
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 There’s a reason tools like Fit Bit set daily goals rather than monthly. If that 

device asked me to walk 150 miles this month, I think I’d laugh. But it’s the same 

thing I’m doing, by going five miles a day. We can only take it day by day. Yet, 

from time to time, we all force ourselves to look at a difficult time in our lives as 

that 150 miles. Our community has faced a lot of loss in our lives over the past few 

years. Loved ones have died. We’re supporting friends through prolonged periods 

of illness. Even surgeries that have gone well, take their toll, sometimes for a long 

time. We can’t wish away the grief, and not all disease will be cured. But we can 

let ourselves take it five miles at a time. We’ll still have to face the whole long 

road ahead, one way or the other, but we can give ourselves the gift of facing just 

the part that’s before us today. It’s the only stretch of the road we can ever face af-

ter all. 

 So how do we face it though, day by day? The common wisdom has a prac-

tical and a spiritual side to it. Practically, we have to handle what challenges and 

tasks are before us right now. Hospital visits have to be made. Dinner has to be 

cooked. And none of that changes if we’re overwhelmed by it all. Spiritually 

though, I think the proverbial take-it-one-day-at-a-time means something different. 

How do we find the place in our lives for the tenets I so often talk about: openness, 

mindfulness and reverence? Those three are central to much of my preaching, and 

they are no less important when we’re dealing with grief and loss.  

 Some of us know all too well the power of grief to narrow our vision. When 

we focus on the enormity of what’s before us, or what has just happened, we tend 

to close out everything else. The things that brought us joy or purpose, hope or 

laughter, seem so far away. Grieving is necessary. Grieving is healthy. But when 

when it closes us wholly to joy, or purpose or hope, it cuts off the very resources 

we need to find wholeness again. Openness is not just a principle, it’s a discipline. 

When we’re taking it one day at a time, spiritually, we look for the places of hope 
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when hope is still a possibility. Or we look for the places of gratitude. We immerse 

ourselves in the time we still have with one another while it’s still here. Or we re-

member the joy someone brought into our lives. Love and joy are eternal; and we 

carry them with us into the world - touching life after life with their stirrings. But 

we remember that only when we’re still open. And maybe - just getting dinner 

done - is the only act of love we have in us. Somedays, that’s enough. 

 Mindfulness of what’s before us, and only what’s before us, can also keep 

the walls from pressing in. Yearning for something more, or better, can help us to 

strive to push through a hard time. But it can also paralyze us with wanting what 

may not be possible. We risk trading the time we have, or the world around us, for 

pain and loss over what will not be. It’s an impossible place to be. I’ve seen folks 

collapse before the sense of loss. And I’ve seen others smiling and laughing till 

their last hour - despite the pain. There’s no right or wrong - surely everyone’s sit-

uation is different. But I’ve found attending to what’s right before us, leaves more 

room for healing in our hearts and souls. And as Jesus taught, worry makes us live 

through something twice if it actually happens, or it makes us live through it once 

even though it never happened. Be present to the adversity before us, one step at a 

time; don’t stack up all the hurdles we’ll encounter along the way in front of you 

now. 

 The third tenet in this grouping - reverence - may be the soul saving part 

when we’re in deep grief or even deep depression. Grief and depression keep us 

focused on what we’re losing, or what we lost, or sometimes in the case of depres-

sion - what weonly think we’ve lost. Again, there’s nothing wrong with grief - in 

fact it’s a healthy part of healing, and depression is not one’s own fault. Reverence 

calls us back to our birthright - life - for as long as we have it. In a universe of nigh 

infinite stars, the chance of you or me ever being here - in this place - with these 

people - is remarkable. To be born; to live; to find love or to know friends. Maybe 
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to raise a family or to help someone in need. The chance of any of it having hap-

pened how it has, is just shy of impossible. And yet we are. When I grieve, I try to 

remember this. I try to hold the life I’ve been given with a sense of care and awe, 

because it deserves both. I try to remember to be grateful for the people I’ve 

known, and the lives I’ve changed, and how those lives changed mine. None of 

that is lost - ever. To remember, that just like there are people in my life who have 

mattered tremendously to me, there are people who I have so mattered to as well. 

None of that is lost. 

 When I’m at my worst, I yearn for a sense of reverence. I’ve lost my sense 

of awe. This kind of yearning brings us back to our center. It also brings us back to 

our purpose. In popular culture, we often think of the spiritual as airy-fairy. I disag-

ree. I find it grounding. I’m most myself, I’m most whole, when I’m grounded in 

that sense of awe for life, for the world around me, an awareness of the holy sur-

rounding me. And that holiness, is within reach, every step of the way. The road 

may just be as long, and filled with just as much hardness, but its character changes 

along with our changing awareness. We just need to return to the next step before 

us with attention, and the rest may follow. 


